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A sliver of sun

Food thieves beware
Rising trend injood theft
leads to more security
measures at Bon Appetit
KAEL PITTMAN
Staffßeporter
Sometimes the effects of a hungry stomach travelnorthandfog the
mind of an otherwise intelligent
person. The shiny red apple and that
tening piece of pizza are just
ting to be devoured, the hungry
nach thinks. The fogged mind
then notices a quicker way out of
the cafeteria congestion than
through the check out line: back

f"

removed fromboth locations when
the company beganserving SUnine
years ago. The turnstiles were not
seen as conducive to a restaurantlike atmosphere.
Although theft has always been
anissue, ithas beengrowingslightly
inrecent years. "Students are simplyfinding it too easy tohelpthemselves to food," said Nancy Gerou,
Associate Vice President of Stu-

dentDevelopment.
Thisis magnified, Gerou added,
because students don't consider
through the wide-openentrance.
Thenew turnstiles at theentrances stealing food from Bon Appetit to
of the Columbia Street Cafe and be exceptionally wrongbecause it
The Hawk's Nest are the result of is such a simple task. The majority
ofoffendersare not short oncash or
this growing phenomenon.
on
meal planpoints, they just see
University
beSeattle
officials
gan a dialogue with Bon Appetit stealing food as a simple no-risk
last Fall Quarter regarding the ris- thing to do Gerou said.
However, this easy crime can in
ing trend in food theft.The result
was a decision by Bon Appetit to fact have long-term effects on the
replace theturnstiles at the entrances student. Once an incident report is
of both the Hawk's Nest and the
on page 2
See
Columbia Street Cafe which were

Theft

BROOKE KEMPNER / LEAD STORY EDITOR

Last weekend's daylight savingsmeans moresunand good weather willsoonbring theresurgenceofstudents
studying andspending time in the quad.

Changes mean students will take
part in Father Sundborg's cabinet
AMY BARANSKI
News Editor
Changes to university President
Father Stephen Sundborg's, SJ,
cabinet are a step in the right direction, according to ASSU.
Members of ASSU have been

The increasingamount oftheftfromBon Appetithaslead the company to
installturnstiles in the Hawk's Nest andColumbia Street Cafe.
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trying topush the administration to
allow a student to sit on the
president's cabinet.
When Father Sundborg decided
to rearrangehis cabinet into anExecutive Team,ASSUwanted tosee
room for a student voice on that
team,butrealized thatwouldn't happen.
Although Father Sundborg offered an alternate solution, which
ASSU considered a good effort, it
didn't meet allof ASSU' s requests.
The Executive Team, like the
cabinet, will remain aneight member body. They will meet weekly
and decide on the daily operations
of the school.
A Planning Team will be composed of one faculty and one staff
member,oneundergraduate student
andonegraduate student. This team
will meet with the Executive Team
every three weeks and discuss the
longterm goals of the university.
ASSUPresident Virgil Domaoan

is glad to see student representatives working closer with"the administrationbut still wants more.
"We acknowledge that two studentmemberson theplanningcommittee is a step in the right direction," Domaoansaid.
"However, it is not only the long
range planning that affects the life
of students. The day to day decisionsimmediately influence thelife
of students as well."

cracy is added, it will just make it
harder for students to impact decisions," O'Neill stated.
"The voice of students is muted
as it goes through numerous levels
of administration."
However,Father Sundborglater
explained thathe hadadded another
component to the decision and
policy making structure which is
the Planning Team. And on that

Dialogue about the issue arose
between ASSU members and Father Sundborgat a breakfast event
betweenthe two parties at the beginning of February. During that
meeting ASSU members asked to
have student representation on the
President's cabinet.
At that time, Father Sundborg
suggested to ASSU that they draft a
proposal for student representation
on his cabinet. However, three
weekslater,ASSU wasnotified that
Father Sundborg planned to rearrange his cabinet into an Executive
Team, thus excludingstudent representatives.
Freshman Representative Scan
O'Neill was then discouraged by
Father Sundborg's plans.
"This should be a concern for
every student. When more bureau-

sentatives.
At a brown bag lunch last fall,
Father Sundborgexpressedconcern

team were to be two student repre-

regardingcommunication between
the administration and students.
But by allowingtwostudent representatives on the PlanningTeam,
Father Sundborg hopes to improve
communication between students
and the administration,O'Neillsaid.
O'Neill, whopioneeredthe conversation withFather Sundborg,had
the same feelings as Domaoan.
"This is an excellent first step in
including students in the decision
making,but weneed to go further,"
O'Neill explained.
"We must have studentrepresentation on all universitycommittees
andbetter communication fromthe

See Cabinet on page 3
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SECURITY RETORT
the university. They were trespass
warned from the campus.

the owner reported toCampus Pub- later, he found numberous toilet
lic Safety. The vehicle was parked cleaning tools,cleaning agentsand
Friday 3-30-01:
at the garage from 10:30 a.m.until rolls of toilet papermissing.
An egg-shell colored lampshade, that evening, when the incident was
Paint Balls
Caught with their...
valued at approximately $100, was reported at 5:30 p.m.
Monday 3-26-01:
stolen from the Bellarmine Lobby
Saturday 3-31-01:
Don't Squeeze the
After noting an individual pro- around 9:40 p.m.
In thebushes southofBellarmine
Charmin
jecting items out of a Campion
Hall at approximately 4 a.m., CPS
Tower window,CPS contacted the
Hit and Run
officers happened upon two men,
Tuesday 3-27-01:
roomin question at approximately
Monday
parked
A janitorial staffmember
sans pants.
11:30 p.m.
3-26-01:
The men admitted engaging in a
Lynn
A car parked on the fourth level his supply cart outside of the
A 'wrist-rocket sling shot' and a
approximately
4:30a.m. sex act, and after presenting ID,
container of paint balls werecon- of the Broadway Garage sustained Building at
door,
damage on the driver's side
fiscated.
When he returned a few minutes were found to be unaffiliated with

Shady Theft

AMY JENNIGES
ManagingEditor

fluto Prowl
Sunday 4-01-01:

Following several noise complaints about thealarm on a car in
the 1lth and E.Cherry Garage, the
ownerofthe vehicle switched it off.
Later, at approximately 11:50
a.m., the owner returned to the car
to find that a book bag and CDs
were missing.

Theft: students think twice before stealing

From page one

"The Cave is a tough
one,"
encountering
exclaimed
Hofford said.
upon
dent
permanent fixture on the student's
need for more workers will
tion.
the
new
turnstile
at
Columbia
The
shiny
record. Potential employers can
raise Bon Appetit's cost
certainly
compromise
"We
don't
want
to
Street
Cafe".
obtain access to this information
operation.
quality,"
Hofford,
Multiple
Buzz
exof
the
said
other
students
have
throughcourt orderand use the theft
"When youhave theft and pilferagainstthe student during the hiring
the cost is ultimately passedon
age,
process.
to the consumer," Hofford said.
Gerou emphasized that the uniWith this year's $40,000 investversity does not go out lookingfor
you have theft and pilferage, the cost is
ment in decor improvements in
violators, and only the most persisColumbiaStreet Cafe, Bon Appe"tit
ultimately passed
tent are reported.
to the
is looking to make the final year of
Sanctions for extreme violators
APPETIT
its 10 yearcontract with SU a sucBUZZ HOFFORD, GENERAL MANAGER OF BON
always include probation anda discess.
cussion withGerouabout thecrimes
Bon Appetit also hopes to concommitted and the student's backtinue
people
thatif
service withSU and make the
Appetit's
Manager.
pressed
Bon
General
the sentiment
Appetit as well.
ground.
they
to the new Student Center
expressed
simply
going
also
the
are
to
steal
will
move
dealing
Hofford
Although their options in
Some students are assigned to
service.Gerou' s main goal is to
maketheexperienceaneducational
one.
Thecontinuing theft problemhas
been a learning experiencefor Bon

source. Another option was to cut
back on food and beverage selec-

"What is this thing for?" onestu-

"When

on

write a paper about the consequences of their crime whileothers
are assigned community

consumer."

with the problem werelimited, the company's reluctance to reinstall
companyknew itneeded tobegin to the turnsliles, adding thathe knew
combat the problem at the they would be unpopular.

building next year.
When plans for the new Student
Center began five years ago, Bon

find a way around the new system.
In addition to the turnstiles, Bon
Appetit management has plans to

Appetit did not want to have turnstiles drawn into the plan. However,with the continuingproblems
and a fresh look at the situation
throughthe eyes of fairly new management, Bon Appdtit recently
changed its mind.

increase the number of supervisors in checkout areas during
hoursof operation.Theyare also
considering the addition of a
night supervisorin the Cave because of the difficultyregulating
the store.
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Date: APril 18 (W^) &*9 (Thurs)
Time: 1:30 pm— s:3o pm
Place: Campion Ballroom

A resume is required for entry !!!
Some companies are attending both days.
Some companies are attending only one day.

Check the list at http://www.seattleu.edu/student/cdc/careerfair for
that information.
Hosted by: The Career Services Group.
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of stereotypes."
"Ifs hard to admit that you
have these feelings."

BUY ATKKET TO ANYWEEKDAY PERFORMANCE OF ART1ANDGET A

FREE PASS TO THE SEATTLE ART MUSEUM.
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Wrilten by Yasmina Reza
Translated by Christopher Hampton
Directed by Kurt Beattie
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Career Center eases burden of job hunt
ANGELA NAUGHTON
Staff Reporter
Finding an internship can be
nerve racking and tough.
Every yearhundreds ofstudents
compete to find an internship that
will provide them with practical
experiencethat willease theminto
the job market upon graudation.
It seems that approximately half
of Seattle Universitystudents finish out the year with a valuable
story to share from their internship, while othersbecome discouraged and revert to working in a
position that simply pays thebills.
But David DeWine, a Career
Specialist, in the SU Career Development Center says that visiting the CDC will help struggling
students in their search.
Although most internships are
unpaid, the experience and connections they provide are invaluable. An internship is usually a
starting position, often introducing students to every aspect involved in the company's particular field.
DeWine said that, "internships
are usually designed for students
tocomplementtheir academic programs."
Students who accept an unpaid
internshipoftendo so in exchange

for school credit. The SU 1998
Course Catalog states that Public
Relations and Journalism majors
are required to complete an internship before graduation, although all students are encouraged to pursue one.
According to DeWine, the majority of students who have secured an internship have done so
through internet resources.

try.

DeWine also encourages students to contact faculty members.
"Faculty members often have
connections in companies, and
they are contacted when companies are looking for interns,"
DeWine said.
Shannon Nobel,anenvironmental engineeringmajor graduating
in June, secured her current in-

Nobel has also secured a position with Tetra Tech following
her graduation from SU. They
have also arranged to pay for her
graduate school.
AlthoughNobel has been fortunate in securing opportunities,
otherstudents feel their hard work
has not necessarily paid off.
MeganDeering,a senior majoring inmarketing,felt this discour-

made me want to stop looking."
Erica Brooks is a junior majoring in public relations, and has

"YOU SPEND ALL THIS TIME WORKING ON COVER LETTERS FOR

...

AND THEN NO ONE RESPONDS/
SPECIFIC COMPANIES
MEGAN DEERING, SENIOR MARKETING MAJOR
ternship with Tetra Tech Inc. during her sophomore year.
"My advisorhad workedatTetra
Tech, and my boss contacted her
when they were looking for in-

Erecruiting.com, a website set up
by the CDC, allows students to
browse through available internship and job listings, in addition
to posting their resumes for companies to review.
"Companies contact us, and we
sendthem back toerecruiting.The

was troubled by the lack of response she received.
"It's discouraging because you
spend all this time working on
cover letters for specific companies and sending them out and
then no one responds," Deering
said.
"The only internship Idid interview for wasbased on an inaccurate description. The advertisement was geared toward marketing,but the firmwas actually looking for a public relationsintern. It

also felt the same constraints
Deering referred to.

"I've

agement first-hand.

"I posted my resume on

looked

on

erecruiting.com,andI've e-mailed
oneof my former professors, but I
am still waiting for him to re-

erecruiting.comand monster.com. spond," Brooks said.
Students whohave encountered
Ialso sent my resume to every
marketing internship posted on these problems, or others like
them, are encouraged to utilize
terns. She sent out an announce- erecruiting.com," Deering exthe CDC.
plained.
engineerthrough
the civil
ment
Career Specialists areavailable
"In addition to that, Isent my
inge-mail distribution listandenhelp students find internships,
huto
recruiting
to
the
and
resume
apply.
majority of theplacements are re- couraged me to
develop
resumes and practice their
"Only two people from my de- man resources departments of
cruiting from [only] one, two or
partment interviewed for the po- companies Iwas interested in interview skills.
three schools," DeWine said.
TheCareer DevelopmentCenter
working for, including Starbucks
sition, and Igot it," Nobel said.
idealist.org,
Websites such as
is located on the secondfloor oj'the
The internship has provided and the Bon Marche."
and internshipprograms.comalso
workingintensely
on her McGoldrick Building, and can be
After
provide daily updates of intern- Nobel with valuable experience
Deering
letters,
reached at (206) 296-6080.
resume and cover
across the coun- inenvironmental engineering.
ships

available

Cabinet: ASSUfights for student representation

From page one

making,but weneed to gofurther,"
O'Neill explained.

from the President's office to the
student government."
Steve Sullivan, ASSU Vice

"We must have student representaticn on all university committees andbettercommunication

with Father Sundborg.
They plan o
Sanded,At-LargeRepresentative,
in the com.ng week.
Sundborg
meet.ngs
presen.
at
the
werealso
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT spe-

cialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't

think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weeklyhelp sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $795.
Ican answer any LSAT question letme prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:

-

524-4915

>free of hassles
>free of rip offs
>free for you with 10 friends!
...Get 10 friends to go and
you'llgo free!
Amsterdam,Pans, and Rome

>Beaches and Reefs

from $905141 4 day tour of Australia's
East coast from Sydney to the Barrier Reef

4311 UniversityWay NE
424 BroadwayAye. East Seattle

206-632-2448 or 206-329-4567
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you know that little voice
inside that says "I can't"?
this summer,

from $975 14 days including
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Experience Contki witia groupof friends Booked on mesame tip
at ttie same time and tfe1tthperson travelsfree or everyoneinyour
group gets10% oft Prices are and onlyand jonot indude aifare

Bring your "can-do" attitude to Camp Challenge. Where

you'll get paid to learn how to become a leader and acquire
skills that'll help you meet the challenges you'll face in your
career. Apply today at the Army ROTC department, with no
obligation. Before that voice tells you to take a vacation.
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ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.

2 Year Scholarships Available!
Call 296-6430 for information.
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HerStory celebrates SU women
AMy Baranski
News Editor

University.
Highly intellectual and accomplished
women and men mingled to celebrate the
achievements of female faculty, staff members and students last Tuesday in the Casey
Commons.
Eight womenwerehonored with HerStory
awards this year. Senior diagnostic ultrasound major Laura Thomasreceived the student award.
Thomas transferred to SU from St.
Catherine's Women's College in St. Paul,
Minn, where she combated her fears, like
calculous, with the guidance of certain instructors.
"Without the inspiration of my mentors, I
would not be able to be an inspiration to the
next generationof women," Thomas said.

The two staff awards were given to Rose
Zbiegien, the English department administrative assistant, and Becky McNamara, the
Campus Minister for retreats.
When Zbiegien accepted her award she
said, "I love the kids on this campus, and
graduated."
that's whyI
got a job here whenI
McNamara is glad that she has settled in
Seattle.
"This is my home," McNamara said.
Jeanette Rodriguez-Holguin, Chair and
Associate Professor of theology and reli-

gious
" studies, received the faculty award.
Iwant to bemindfulof the future generation so that they may see our solidarity, our
love for the good," Rodriguez-Holguin said.
Sue Schmitt, Deanof the School ofEducation, humbly accepted the award for outstanding professional achievement. Schmitt
is credited with resuscitating the School of
Education when shecame in 1995.
"It's easy to work in the School of Education when you work with people whodo their
jobs well," Schmitt said.
MariaBullon-Fernandez,associateprofessor ofEnglish,receivedtheuniversity service
award.
"I just got tenure this year and now this
award.This is a goodyear. Thank you," she
said.
The humanitarianaward went to Kristine
Swenson, Coordinator of Public Relations,
forhercontinuedactivism withinand outside
the SU community.
Swenson's family lives in Minnesota and
misses her incredibly, but admits that her
passion is fired by her life in thenorthwest.
"They said to me, 'we think youmight dry
up if you leave SU,' so thank you for all the
people at SU," Swenson related.
The final award went to Katy Callaghan
Huston, Administrative Assistantof University Advancement. Callaghan has made the
HerStory awards everyyear. She waspleased
to finally be able to take one home.
'Thisis a wonderful placetobe,"Callaghan
reflected.

Clockwisefrom top left: SeniorLauraThomas, diagnosticultrasoundmajor,JeffPope,Chair
of diagnostic ultrasound, Sue Schmitt, Dean of Education, Connie Anthony, Associate
Professor ofPolitical Science, JeanetteRodriguez-Holguin,Chair andAssociateProfessor
oftheology andreligious studies, MaggieChon, AssociateProfessorofthelaw school,Becky
McNamara, Retreat Minister, her husband, Paul Seckinger, Maria Bullon-Fernandez,
Associate Professorof English, Rose Zbiegien, AdministrativeAssistantofEnglish, Kristine
Swenson, CoordinatorofPublicRelations, Katy CallaghanHuston, AdministrativeAssistant
of University Advancementand VictoriaKill,Director ofthe V/ismer Women's Center.
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EXECUTIVE EXTENDED STAY

$8.50-59.50/Hour PlusBenefits!
'Weekends & holidays off
'Paid vacations & holidays
"Opportunity to gain valuable work experience
«Work only 3-1/2 to 5 hours per day
'Must be at least 18 years old
»Able to lift up to 70lbs.

AVAILABLE SHIFTS:
4:3OPM, 10:30PM
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WALK-IN INTERVIEWS WELCOME:
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"
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TheExecutive Extended Stay Hotel offers great value and comfort that you
deserve with the location that you require. Located just three blocks from
Seattle University campus and minutes
from the centraldowntown area. Our
suites offer generous living space with
fully equipped kitchens. Other amenities
include outdoor Jacuzzi, fitness room and
complementary parking.
Call 1 800 906-6226 for rates and availability.
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Arts & Entertainment
Art: flawless comedy about the art of friendship
sharp wit make Art a very
enjoyable performance
piece.Ivaninjures hisear at
one point, but Marc and
Sergebark on ateach other,
oblivious.
When Sergefinally hears
van's pleas he asks, "All
ght,do youneedalcohol?"
"Well,I
don't thinkalco101 woulddo well against a
leeding ear drum," Ivan
eplies.
"Well, then do you want
aspirin?"
Flustered,Ivan says,"Uh,
don't know. ."
"Well, then whatthef—k,
c o you want?" Serge sputers,uncontrollablyhysteri-

thing that falls into the
"whatever makes him

ScanReid
StaffReporter

has recently added to his collec—
tion a work ofabstractmodern art
that appears to be nothing more
than a white canvas. When Marc
learns of the pricey sumhis friend
has paid for it, he becomes confusedandinfuriated at what he considers Serge's foolishness.
Marc consults their other friend,
Ivan (R. Hamilton Wright), to get
hisreaction,expecting asimilarone
hisown opinion. Ivanis
d more tolerant toward the situation and brushes it off as some-

happy" category.Wishing
to avoid confrontation,
Ivan attempts to be objective toward the painting,
but ultimately makes the
situation worse when he
refuses tochoose between
either friend's view.
Marc cannoteven grasp
why his own friend would
consider such a painting
meaningful, butSerge feels
he is notbeingunderstanding. Arguments between
the three soonensue.
Thedebate over the true
"purpose" or "resonance"
of the paintingis meaningless. Whatis reallyimporParticularly memorable
tant ishow eachone's difBENNION
re
the random monologue
ferent opinion of the mat- (L-R) Serge (Ballard)andMarc(Procaccino)argue
each man underspotlights
explore
ter causes them to
overanall-whitepainting while Yvan(center, Wright) takes,
Ivan's angst-ridand
togo
deeper issues and
who ~gotcaughtinthe cross-fire,tends tohis wounded < enspeechabout the horror
questioning
long
their
ward
ear
le is going through in his
friendship together.
as hefaces animpending
family
fe
that
both.
It
is
allhilarious.
catalyst
painting
The
is the
Art is a character production, wedding.
sends the trio's relationshipspinAll three actors have great presning into a flurry of verbalassaults. through and through,but itis also a
Marcbatssarcasmaround the stage, terrific comedy Thedynamic inter- ences on stage. There is no weak
Ivan purges his anxietyin fast dia- action that springs between these link among the three. Procaccino
logue and Serge bombastically characters is astoundingandbreath- and Ballard do much of the talking
flaunts his pompous disapproval of takingly funny. Quick reparteeand in their confrontation, but Wright

NICOLE GYULAY

a car or a friend with a car

Abstract art has often encountered difficulty findingapproval in
mainstream America.Theidea of a
person seeing no rational value in
an unusual work of art forms the
plot of Seattle RepertoryTheatre's
current production, Art. The play
deals with a group of three close
friends whose relationship comes
under stress in a debate over anodd
painting.
The story opens with a monologue from the most conservative
of the friends, Marc (John
Procaccino).Marcrecounts theday
when his friend Serge (Laurence
Ballard) shows him a painting he

talidate

.

.

makes up for his absence in these
moments withhislong-windedrants
abouthow the stressinhislifemakes
it just plain suck. Wright's efforts
make hima stand-out, but truly,all
three actors are equally good.They
play well off each other and their
timing for humoris flawless.
The play is not a serious, dramatic piece. There is a massive
amount ofone-liners that will keep
an audience rolling, but that does
not imply Art cannot strike a chord
now and then. Ivan makes an insightful statement about the nature
of art by the play's conclusion.
And whenthe fateof thepainting
fallsinto thehandsofone character,
the tone is a captivated silence, a
wonderinganticipationof what will
happen next. By this moment, the
painting has become so overshadowed by thefriends' waveringbond,
that it's gained an importance with
its reintroduction.
Cansomethingthatjust looks like
ablank background, somethingthat
started such a turmoil ofdebate,be
meaningful after all?
Art is playing until April28 at the
Seattle Repertory Theater. Tickets
cost just $10 for those under the age
of 25. For more information call
(206) 443-2222.

Shamiana makes the— sweet taste of India even sweeter
may searched far and wide,but thereare splendidfare that is nothing like the
out
of no good Indian restaurants nearby, dime-a-dozen, "House of India"
sometimes want to venture
and
and despitemy quest toopenup my food that most people equate with
sphere
Broadway
the
Madison
Even
territory.
Indian
food horizons, Icontinue to the designation "curry." Shamiana
exciting
intonew and
more than that, he or she may want return toonesuperiorestablishment skillfullyuses spices tocreateunique
flavors that taste good whetheryou
toenjoy a typeof foodthatis decid- in far-off Kirkland: Shamiana.
combines
Indian
and
like your curry spicy or mild.SevShamiana
edly unattainable in the Seattle
Universityarea:Indian food. Ihave Pakistani influences to create a eraldishesinparticular deservespecial note. First, the Major Grey
Chicken Curry, made with mango
chutney, cream and a variety of
savory spices, accounts for 80 percent ofShamiana' s sales.Itis sweet

Arts & Entertainment Editor

Although there are lots ofexciting dining experiences in the Seattle University area just waiting
hungry student, the adven—
us student thestudentwhohas

tthe

David Morse

Catherine Deneuve
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Sometimes,
You Have To Listen
See The Light.
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"Bj6rk gives a great
performance...
there's magic in it."
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and tangy at the same time,andhas
beenknown even to convert curryhaters to curry-lovers. Another
lovely dish istheShamiana Chicken,
which incorporates coconut milk
and a special blend of spices to
create a dish that is similar to a
typical masalabut is farmore viva-
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ous journey across the great Lake
Washington into the land of the
higher tax bracket,but the momentaryhorrorof seeing toomanySport
UtilityVehicles inoneplace is worth
it to experience Shamiana's superior, succulent cuisine. For directions andinfo call (425) 827-4902.
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The owners, waitstaffand even
busboys always offer refreshingly
friendly and accommodating service.The owners alwaysgreet you
with a smile, the wait staff doesn't
wincewhen you try to make a special order, and the busboys do not
look at you disapprovingly when
you spill rice allover the table.
It may bescary to make the ardu-
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cious. Ifthefoodaloneisnotenough
toconvince you to make the trek to
Kirkland, the service should be.
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Artist Scott Frish's collection of collections
AMYJENNIGES

Managing Editor

As far as he knows,ScottFrish has discovered a new way of creating lithographic imHe hasn't heardof another artist using the
same process as he does, which involves
imagesand objects tocreate a digipiece before making four separate color
plates and transferring them to the paper via
lithograph.
"It's a long process," Frish explained.
Frish was onhand in the Kinsey Galleryon
Tuesday afternoon to explain both the process andthe meaning of his digitally created

»nning

then overlaid an imageof a map.
Thepiece Ebb andFlowshowshisdrawing
ofhouseholdhardware,a pagefrom a science
book and images of mosquitos that he said
remind him of growing up in Minnesota.
Several of his works use the image of a
doge's headpiece, which he said is because

he likes the shape.

One wallof the KinseyGalleryshowcases
older works that Frish did with a different
technique, using Xeroxes instead of digital
images.
When asked what the viewer should be
looking for in his work, Frish said that it
should be seen like a box filled with things
found inlife. He saidhe takes things out of the
box
and createsacollection thatis alsoa work
lithographs.
'They're purposefully ambiguous," Frish of art. Nothing is safe fromFrish's scanner.
"If it's dry, it'll scan," Frish said.
d. "There's a sense of freedom to that."
keeps a pile of old paper in his studio,
various
He
-tecircled theroom andnamedthe
appropriated sources that he used in each and lets it mold.
Scott Frish explains the images in his work Ebb and Flow,
work. A small group of people trailed after ' "Mold is this beautiful thing," Frish said.
him and asked questions abouteach work.
Most of the images that make it into his
is
paper."But if you
For example,in the work Nocturnal,Frish computer are black and white, and he adds it's time to putthe imageonpaper. The inkhe a digital image ready for
it,
get to the next
you'd
He
showed
one
of
his
didn't
finish
never
uses is hand-balanced.
scanned images of akiwi birdand a civil war color.
ink
was
explained
that
the
one."
pieces,
and
He alsohas toplayaroundwithcolor when earlier
surgeon witha beardhe foundinteresting. He
"It gets to a place where Ilike it, then I
too heavy. He describes
the look he wants to stop," he explained.
Frish speaks with pride about the collecachieve as luminous.
Some of the images in tionshe has pieced together.
'They take patience and perseverance,"he
his pieces are things he
painted. He described the said.
With degrees from the Universitiesof Ariintermediate use of the
digital programs as free- zona and Washington, Frish works as an
ing.
artist and teaches.He teaches at Seattle Unireally
versity and the Pratt Fine Arts Center.
'They're never
done," Frish said when
A gallery talk is scheduled for April 19, at
when
askedhowheknows
noon in the Kinsey Gallery.
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last a lifetime.
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Find it at Swedish. fi|j W::?*\';''/m
Building your assets is one thing.Figuring out
how those assets can provide you with a
,
comfortableretirement is quite another.
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you can receive:*

At TIAA-CREF, we can help you with both. You
can count on us not onlywhile you'resaving and
planningfor retirement, butin retirement, too.

" Cash withdrawals
" Systematic. or fixed-period payments**
" Interest-only payments
" Lifetime income payments**

Just callus. We'll showyouhowour flexiblerange of
payout options can meet your retirementgoals.

With TIAA-CREF, you benefitfrom something few
other companies canoffer: a total commitmentto
yOUrfinancial well-being,today and tomorrow.

As the largest, most comprehensive medical center in the Pacific Northwest
with campuses at:First Hill,Providence,Ballard and HomeHealth
and Hospice, werealize that our staff of nursing professionals makes a
great contribution to our success everyday. If you're studying for a career in
nursing, why not start your career withSwedish? We foster professional and

.

A combination of these

1

"Guaranteedby Ihe claims-payingability of the insurer.

'

"Note: Availability may dependon your employer's retirement
plan provisions contract. Under federal tax law, withdrawals
prior to age 59H may be subject to restrictions, andmay also be

personalgrowth. Consider the following programs:
Nursing Technician Program
Begins June 11th
Applicants must have successfully completed 1 year ina WA state nursing
program.You must be able to work between 24-40 hours per week,
and every other weekend during the school year. Applications must be
accompanied by a college transcript and a current skills checked list.
Nursing ResidencyProgram
Begins June 26th
Requires the successful completion of an ADN or BSN program and a current
WA state RN license by the start of the program.Applications must be
accompanied by a college transcript and twoletters of recommendation.

Positions are filling up fast so call foran application today!
Call our nurse recruiters at (206) 386-2141.

subject to a 10% additional tax.Additional restrictions also
apply to the TIAA Traditional Annuity.

At Swedish, we offer outstanding salaries and benefits. Mail a request for
an application, indicating position of interest, to: Swedish Medical Center,
747 Broadway, Seattle, WA 98122. FAX: 206-386-2145. E-mail in
ASCII format: jobs@swedish.org EOE
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Ensuringthe future
for those who shape it."

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

For more complete information on our securities products, call 1800 842 2733, ext 5509, for prospectuses Read them carefully before
"
you invest TIAA-CREFIndividual andInstitutional Services, Inc and Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc distribute securities products
" Teachers Insurance and AnnuKy Association (TIAA), New York, NY and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY issue insurance and
"
"
annuities. TIAA-CREFTrust Company, FSB provides trust services Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose valueand are
not bank guaranteed. © 2001 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-CollegeRetirement Equities Fund,New York, NY 01/04
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Price of Milk tackles love and loss with profound imagery
Scan Reid
StaffReporter

One day on her way into town, old woman she ran over and her tastic occurrencesin the film symLucinda accidentally hits an old mysterious sons,whospeakphrases bolize something. Director Henry
woman (Rangi Motu) with her with hidden meanings, and offer Sinclairopts toshowhis fable,rather
The Price ofMilk is a love story pickup, a woman who seems to unusual trades.
than just tell it to the audience.
rife with metaphors. Part modern have appearedfromnowhere.She's
Before itis toolate,Lucinda must When Lucinda stands in a trailer
lookingout thewinfairy tale andromantic comedy, the shocked,butevenmore
film moves along like a dreamtry- sowhenthewoman gets
dow at Rob, and
ing to make a point,using imagery up and walks off mutthen her gaze pans
her,
events
to
tering
"Keep
and surreal
communicate
to
further and further
its ideas, while casting logic and warm." This odd redownward as if the
—
realism by the wayside. Hidden mark is a metaphor
trailerisbeinglifted
warning
and
nebuand
a
concernchallenging
within the
into the air, it is a
—
lous plot are caricatures of thehu- ing her relationship)
reminder of how
mancondition,feelings oflove and that Lucinda later tries
hard she is finding
it to communicate
loss that are crystallized in objects tograsp,butinher worand whimsical happenings.
risomestate,ultimately
with him.
The visuals in the
Themovieisprimarily abouthow misunderstands.
egative feelings, like doubt and
Upon the advice of
film are also nothear,can ruin the happiness people her foodmarket cashier
ing short of beautiake for granted,but moreover,itis friend Drosophilia Lucinda (Cormack) wonders the spark has gone out her ful. Verdant grass
if
of
O'Neill), relationship
visual depiction ofemotions and (Willa
hills surround the
withher lover, Rob (Urban).
low they conflict and shape our Lucinda decides to test
placid landscape,
ives.
her bond with Rob. She intends to figure out how to mend things with and there is an interesting Indian
Actress Danielle Cormack plays antagonizehim in an effort toseeif Rob, understand the old woman, costume motif running through the
.ucinda, a woman living a blissful his love will overcome any anger andlearn what price she must pay in picture that presents a wonderful
image ofLucinda in a red flowing
life with a handsome dairy farmer she elicits. After relentless persis- the end forher happiness.
first,
tence,
Rob
At
ThePrice
is
an
(KarlUrban).
finally
named
Lucinda
reaches Rob's
enchant- weddinggown with a trail at least
ofMilk
they have a completelyidyllic rela- breakingpoint whenshetradesaway ing and stylizedfable.Froma West- 20feet long.Sceniccolorsand clothtionship, loving each other deeply all the cowsonhis farm. Robleaves ern point of view,it logicallymakes ing are vibrant, but they allcontriband living among Rob's cows in confused and heartbroken, and no sense with its odd scenes of uteto the serene moodof the movie,
ruralNew Zealand. After Robpro- Lucinda finds herself emotionally overturning trucks, disappearing and at timesit's socalmit feels like
poses, though, Lucinda becomes destitute. In the ensuing chaos, cows, levitating trailers and toddler the eye of a storm.
disenchanted with her perfect life Drosophilia schemes to secure Rob sandals springing from the depths
O'Neill is charming as
Drosophilia, coming off as not so
and begins to fear that the spark. for herself Andin themidstof ital1, of a pond.
Lucindacontinues to encounter the
might soon leave their affair.
Yeteverysingle one of these fan- much a villain,but as just a lovelorn

.

Silent Page offers cure for

persondoing somethingsheknows
isnotright, yetperseveringforcompleteness.Urbanworks asRob,progressing believably from blind affection to frustrated loneliness.
Cormack plays a straightforward
Lucinda. Her character,in spite of
the anguish and turmoil she confronts,isthe mostapproachableone
—
in the story the most identifiable.
She'sacompellingprotagonist,one
pulledthrough theringer ofherown
distrustful devices,and it is touchingtosee her finally reach clarity in
her situation. An example of
Lucinda' s movement toward clarity is the scene where Drosophilia,
in an act ofcomfort and subtle plotting, says to her after Rob's departure, "Ididn't think he was the right
one for you anyway."
"No,"Lucinda repliesaftera prolonged, blank stare, "he is the right

one for me."
The Price ofMilk,beyondits fine
performances, remains a paradise
ofthe metaphoric. Themovie is,by
definition, a visual feast complete
with a cavalcade of symbolism.
Images of love and loss appearand
fade into memory amidst the life
processions of these characters

questing for happiness. It's dazzling, spectacularand unforgettable.
Thereis nobetter romance this year.

much generic rock

too

Nicole gyulay

marily in its defiance ofgenre.On
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Overall, theband
its debut album Losing Sand, the
band's sound ranges from jazzand is somewhatof an
blues, to a littlebit of country and a ink blot— people

song startsout with a
simple, relaxed jazz
pattern on the guitar
and slowlybuildsup

lot of rock and roll. And they man- try tolabelit as one
age tocombine styles withinsongs thing or another,
withoutcausingadisconcertingef- but really it is
something
to
which no preprintedlabelcanbe

adding the other instruments gradually,
and then goes completely silent. Then,
suddenly, it breaks

107.7 "The End," a turn toward
unsigned bands may be the solution. In this search for originality,
the desperate effort to escape Silent Page, a fresh and musically
le bubble-gufn spawn of Britney
eclecticbandfromtheunlikely town
tired,
overplayed
of St. Louis, is quite a find.
pears and the
of,
well,
everything
on
Silent Page defiesoriginalitypritunes
almost

!In

fect.

through the song,

assigned; people
see in it what they want to see.This
effect is probably created by the
bands own insistence on creative
freedom. In an interview, guitarist
Carson West said,"Ourmusic is all
about freedom.We try not to stifle
thecreative processin any way and
put a labelon what we sound like."
Theband's beginnings were in a
karaoke bar, where West first met
lead singer Matt Lomax and was
impressed by his voice. The two

decided to try writing music together, and in a short session in
West's basement,withLomax writ-

you take care of the patients,
we'll help take care of the

[tuition].

ing the lyrics and West writing the
melody, they finished their first
song, "Scattered Discontent."

But for all of its humble basebeginnings, "Scattered Discontent" is not at all scattered. The
ment
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Qualify for an Army ROTC nursing scholarship, and you'll
not only get hands-on clinical training, you'll develop leader-
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ship skills that can open doors for you throughout your career.
Stop by the Army ROTC department. We'll take care of you.
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outintoaloud.excitrock and roll chorus thai
at little rushofexcitement
that makes you drive faster if you

are in your car.
This song fully illustrates the
band's other main focus, which is
on melody the melody is what
truly makes"Scattered Discontent."
But Lomax's voice is also a pleasing element, sounding like a cross
between John Fogerty's from
CreedenceClearwater Revivaland
Rob Thomas' from Matchbox 20
(except lessirritating).Other songs
that are especially good on this album are "Water Vows," a contemplative balladperfect for play on a

—

rainyday,and "Spirit Stranglehold."
Losing Sand costs $10 and is

available on Silent Page's website
at www.silentpage.com.

A.A. Lemieux Library

'

Local history comes alive
@yourlibrary"

>

ARMY ROIC Unlike any other college coarse you can take,
2 Year Scholarships Available!
Call 296-6430 for information.

Mark your calendars!

11 May 2001
The First Seattle University
Conference on Local History
Organizedby Lemieux Library
,
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Richard Hugo House rules
Tucked away in a quaint Capitol Hill house, the Richard Hugo House
is a local mecca for aspiring and accomplished writers alike.
Find out why the Hugo House's influence is spilling all over Seattle!
Photographyby Amy Jenniges * Scan Reid
Managing Editor

Staff Reporter

Designby Jeff Dorion
FeaturesEditor

By
Scan Reid
Staff Reporter

Are

you hoping to write

thenextgreat Ameri-

can novel, or the
script for a revolutionary film?Perhaps some fantastic idea is racking around in your
mindlike a rat in a crawlspace,but
you just cannot seem to get it onto
paper.
Well, aspiring playwrights, authors, poets andscreenwriters take

The Richard Hugo House
might just be your creative writing
Shangri-la.
note:

Locatedon 11th Avenue andOlive Street, the RichardHugo House
is a center for practicing writers to
learn and developtheir craft. It is a
place whereprofessionals andamateurs alike can gather to discuss
writing, take classes in various
f\e\ds. experience pubWc readings
and participate in a spectrum of
creative writing-based events.
The Richard Hugo House was
created on Capitol Hill in 1997 by
three Seattle writers: Linda Jaech.
Andrea LewisandFiances McCue.
The three wanted to create a p'.ace
for urban writers and readers to
meet and share ideas.
The moniker of writer Richard
Hugowaschosen

for the housebecause
the
founders admired how he
wrote of overlooked places.
The aimof the

.

Instead of being divided into
hierarchy of courses that separate
the beginners from professionals,
each class is thematically based.
Each classhas a different topic pertaining to the writing field.
"You don't have to be a published writer or working ona series
of sonnets to attend," Atik said.
"With how they're structured, we
can have someone who'snewer to
writing get the sameas a moreexperienced writer."
The center hosts a multitude of
courses forthe writerwho wants to
learn everything.Some classes focus on such general topics as writ-

ing from experience,tackling the
art of poetry and learning how to

readinfront of anaudience.Others
delve intomore specific areas,such
as how to pubUsh a written manuscript, designing a marketablefilm
screenplayand creating work from
the inspiration of personaldreams.
The sizes of each class exceed no
more than 15 students.
Tuition for classes at the Hugo
Houserange from $1 75 to$200 per
class, with a range of $165 to $185

forhousemembers.Thosewho want
to become a Hugo House member

"You don'thave to be a published writer
or workingona seriesof sonnetsto attend.
With how [the classes] are structured,we
canhave someone who'snewer to writing
get the same as a more experienced
writer."
Kirsten Atik, Programs and
Communications Coordinator

house, in the
words of Kirsten
Atik. Programs
and Communications Coordinator,
is to provide a place that offers
interaction and resources that assist
practicing writers.
"Weobviously knotf that writing
is typically a solitary thing," Atik
said,"but wealso acknowledgethat
writerscanbenefitbyhavingacommunity where they can get input on
their stuff and learn other writers'

techniques to improve themselves."
The Hugo House is open to writers of all types. People that visit the

Hugo Houseregularly range in ages
from anywhere between 17 to 80
years old.
The HugoHouse primarily offers
independent writingclasses for the
public and private house members
through its Inquiry Through Writing program. Classes are held ona
multi-weekday or weekendbasis in
an upstairs room of thehouse.

can apply directly at the house, or
fill in an applicationon the center's

website at www,hugohouse.org.
Membership at the Hugo House
not only offers discounts, but also
the privilege of utilizing the resources in the house library in its
upstairs area.The Hugo House Library contains many writing style
guides and a veritable fountain of
information about publications
looking to feature independent
work.
In addition to classes, the Hugo
House is also complimented with
volunteer teaching programs. Children from elementary and middle
schools attend weeklycreative writing groups managed by volunteers
and house employees.
The houseis extremely open and
gratefulfor volunteers interested in
working with children or just help-

ing

o v t

around
t h c
place.
Those
inter-

ested
should
contact

Stacy Carlson
at (206)

322-

7030.
In the summer, the
center puts on a youth
writing program called
"Scribes" for kids ages 15 to
18. In this two-week creative
writingendeavor,studentswork
witfiprofessionalwriterstogain
writingexperience.The goal is
toeventuallypublish their work
in a magazine.
Hugo House also provides
helpful exposure to burgeoning
publishers. The Zinc Archive
Project (ZAP) is part of anareain
the Hugo House basement which

exists

to

showcase independent

newspapersor magazines.Publisherscan donate issues of their publication to the house to be put on
display and shareitwithlocal readers. ZAP also offers to preserve
publications no longer inprint. The
archive willaccept any uniquepublished creation, including newspapers, art magazines, poetry collections, journals, comics, fan magazines and others.
The Hugo House also holds an
annual New Play competition for
playwrights in Washington,Oregon
and Idaho. Chosen from a pile of
entries by Seattle theatre pundits,
the author of the winning play is
awardeda prize of $ 1,000 and their
own public reading in the Hugo
House theater.
Even thoughthe deadline for entries this yearhas already passed,
writers interested in having their
play considered still have the optionofentering next year. Previous
winnersinclude MaryLathrop'sThe
EighteenthMitzvah from 1999 and
JoannFaria's The OuthouseLegacy
from 2000. Tobe eligible,all entered scripts must be an original
workand require a $5 entry fee.
The winner for Fall 2001 willbe
announced on May 15, and his or
her work will beread to the public.

I

Th c
deadline for
competitionentries
thisyear wasinMarch.
Publiceventsareanother
large element of the Richard
HugoHouse. Thehouse provides a
forum for local and out-of-town
writers tocome read their creations
in front of audiences.Writers can
petitionemployees at the house for
time on the cabaret stage and can
rent it during a day of the week for
a fee.
The HugoHouse works toattract

internationally acclaimed poetsand
fiction writers to its stage forpublic
readings. Most events are usually
free orrun for asmalladmissionfee
of $5 to $6. Visitors can not only
hear art straight from the author's
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mouth,

butalsoparticipate in a

roundtable discussion with them as well.
The Hugo House Caf6
sellsdrinks andsmallmeals

for those wishing to hang out
and talk at the house. It is opet
to the public Tues. through Sa
from 5 to 10 p.m.

top tobottom: theoutsideofthe Hugo House; the signforthe ZAP
Cave;decorative tabletops;azinc rack;anartisticuseofshoes;the
ZAPCave; hanging tines.
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Happenings at the House: A Calendar
MULTI-WEEK COURSES

Generating Poems

Manuscripts for Children

An exploration of the benefits of
poetry with readingsand practice
by writing exercises.

A writingclass for students

seeking to work on anything from
articles to fiction.

Detail andEnclosure:
Writing Fiction Around a
Work of Art
Creative Writing class that seeks
to encourageoriginal prose by
channelinginspiration from
worksof art.
Dream Writing: Stories
From Your Unconscious
Write stories about your personal
dream experiences with the option
of discussing themin class.

Write What You Know
Revisited: Liberating
Fiction From Fact

QueerCs) Writing

Students readfrom selections
from the Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual/
Transgender community to garner
an insight into its writing
perspective.

Class dedicated to helping student
find a writing voice in their work
other than their own.

Structure and Screenplays:
Crafting the Movie's Art

Telling Stories: An
Introduction to Live
Narration

Hands-on class for beginners and
professionals looking to write
actual scenes to translate into
film.
Time and Tempo
Class focusing on looking at the
element of timein writingand
how it is used to convey mood
(ex: flashbacks).

Seattle Poetry Festival
April 27 -May 6, 2001

Reading Circle:
"Fog:Luminescence" by Hugo
House Writer-in-Residence Joan
Fiset

Sun., April 29

Hugo House Book Group
Saturdays 1-3 p.m.
April 21— Travels with Charley:
In Search of Americaby John

WEEKEND OR SHORTER
SEMINARS

tandem with pictures and objects
to tell stories in front of class,
while working withothers to
create stories.

Embodying the Poem: How
to Perform Your Work

Everyday Pilgrimages and
the Art of Travel Writing

Presents approachesand

techniques to buildconfidence for
reading one's workin front of an
audience.

Visit Belltown,Discovery Park

and other locations while
compiling a travel essay and
honing the craft of nomadic
writing.

Analyze the aspects of space and
design in the bigcity, while using
it to generateone's own
experience of it into writing.

Class for writers seeking to be
teachers in the high school or
university environment.

Course tackles the issue of the
reluctant writer, "at-risk" kids,
and others to design a project that
demonstrates anefficient
classroom or after school teaching
writing residency.

Use biographies and fiction in

Writing the City

UPCOMING EVENTSAT
HUGO HOUSE

Urban Case Studies:
Lighting the Literary Fire

Thereis Only the Story
This course has students probe the
life of writer and Vietnam veteran
Bruce Weigl.

Experiments with the
Writing Lesson

You're Writing the
Manuscript. Now What?
Helps writers,illustrators and
photographers find a publisher,
gain marketingknowledge and
learn industry secrets.

The Prose Poem
Work ona piece of writing that
describes a poetic character
through language,subject and
mood.

Creating Characters
For writersof prose fiction(others
still welcome) vvho'Jl look at
other authors like Virginia
Woolf and Shusako Endo
for crafting figures in
writingwith different
points of view.
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Steinbeck

May 19— On the Roadby Jack

Kerouac
—
June 16 Car by Harry Crews

Performance
April 6-29
ArribaProductions
TheRed Room by S.P.
Miskowski.
Thurs.-Sat. 8 p.m.Sunday, 2 p.m.
$15
Call (206) 325-0683

Hugo Talks
April 10
Steven Shaviro talks.
"Stranded in Seattle."
7:30 p.m. $7/$5 for members

Stage Fright
April11
Youth Open Mike.
Pre-reading writing workshop:56:30p.m. FREE
Readings-. 7p.m. FREE

Hugo House Book Group
April 11
Travels with Charley: In Search
ofAmerica by John Steinbeck
1-3 p.m.
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Editorial
New Student
Union Building
Today, at 3:30 p.m. in Bellarmine Hall, the official
ground-breaking ceremony for the new Student Union
Building will takeplace. Thisisan exciting time forboth
the current and future faculty, staff and students of
Seattle University. After many years ofresidencein the
current cramped and ill-equipped SUB, the SUcommunity will finally have a new home.
But some members of theSUcommunity are beingleft
out of the new SUB. SU administrationhaschosennotto
provide space in the new SUBfor studentmedia,namely
TheSpectator andKSUB.
Instead, studentmedia willbe forced to remain in the
basement of the current SUB while the first and second
floors become offices for academic departments. This
exclusionofstudentmediafrom thenew SUBhurtsboth
the organizations themselves and SU students in general.
The student media organizations are hurt by being
unable to use the brand new, state-of-the-art facilities
that will be made available to other student organizations,such as ASSUand SEAC.This decisioncontinues
the trend of student media at SU being underfunded
and undersupported by the administration.
Of greater importance are the psychological andpractical effects the physical separation of student media
from the new SUB will have on the average student.The
new SUBis beingbuilt to bethe center of student life. All
diningfacilities,student services andstudent organizations will have offices in the new building.
The new SUB will be the center of all nonacademic
activity on campus. Itis the duty of student media to be
a part of the SU community to the fullest, impossible
when student media will be physically separated from
the new center of student life.
Hopefully the new student center will bring positive
andlong-lastingchanges to the SUcommunity. Itis also
hoped that the administration will begin to think seriously about thefutureof studentmediaand our connection to the student body at SU.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Katie Ching, Jim
Rennie and Amy Jennic.es. Signed commentaries reflect the
opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of the
Spectator , Seattle University or its student body.

Letters to
Service
Requirement

the Editor

cificallyremembersayingthe same
thing four yearsago when the idea
ofrequiredservice wasa main topic
Ms. Driver, in her Mar. 29 opin- on campus.
ion column,raises some interesting
Iknow that Ms. Driver hasnothpointsaboutrequiringservice learn- ing but good intentions with supingofall students, facultyand staff. porting theideaof required"volunHowever, she fails to show that teer service."However, the fact rethere is a fundamental (law with mains that"volunteer service" that
requiring volunteer work from is required for graduation from our
people, it is no longer volunteer university is no longer considered
work.
by students as volunteer,and therefact,
very
hypocritical
In
it is a
fore any lesson learned from it is
policy toessentially force peopleto lost,rendering it a useless endeavor
do volunteerwork.In some places, in education. Instead, SU should
it'scalled indenturedservice. Ifwe continue to focus on preparingstuadd the requirement of "volunteer dents for serviceoutside of theuniwork" so that graduation fromSe- versity curriculum by its ongoing
attleUniversityisnotpossiblewith- efforts, which are alreadyeffective,
out it, we immediately subscribe to toeducatestudents within theclassa hypocritical policy that is against room.
the traditions of the Jesuit and indeed Catholicpersuasions that this Joseph Tynan
university is founded upon. Ispe- Senior, electrical engineering
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typed and submitted
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All letters must in-

clude the author's
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phone number for
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Trying to find communityina parkinglot
logical train of thought that cur-

Jamila

TOHNSON

Spectator Columnist
When Ithought about writing a dust withour veryowncommunity
politically charged article for leaders. I realized that it didn't
today's column Ihad a plethora of matter ifIreadthe WallStreetJouroptions. Icould have chosen to nal every morning, and watch Creveal a touching story from my spanall night long(threemonthsof
childhood, such as the first time I insomnia and C-Span becomes a
ever cried for a reason other than late night addiction, but that's anphysical discomfort. However, I other column). It didn't matter if I
doubt anyone could identify with had harbored a strong but unrealisme, at age six, crying because tic connection towardmy commuDukakis lost the presidential elec- nityand spent countless hours contion.
Icould have chosen to explain
the dangers of political diversion
tactics, and cite my parentsalmost
being killed by Ronald Regan's

templating

me while standing in a bunch of

of these locations. Somehow in a

rently cannot be remembered, I
decided my son should see the
groundbreaking of a parking lot.
Thereis a long story behind this
parking lot and the Bartell's with
64 condos that will be mounted
aboveit.Yet this story is lessabout
West Seattle's parking woes, and
more about the reaction that I, as
an 18-year-old with a 14-monthold son, and my friend received
standing in the back of this event.
We walked up to see several
familiar faces. Mayor Paul Schell,
CharlieChong, countlessmembers
of the city council and a small
number of business owners stood
on a lot on a back road. They were
all pretty well dressed with

followed in his expression. This
look could possibly be expected
because we were the only three on
the lot who could not remember
where they were when Kennedy
was shot.But when looks flew by
us ofunwelcome hostilityIfinally
realized what such community
events are about.
Community events like the
groundbreaking arereallyforthose
who Ihad envisioned as community. Yet, IrealizeIwas detrimentally wrong in trying to fit the
figureheads into therole theyrepresented. Thus it was appropriate
that there were not other young
adults at this groundbreaking.
There was no sign of the life and
beauty apparent in the real corn-

looking at their own community
can require a bit more magnification. Every nation, city and town

has a similar dynamic. There are
the people whoget the most press
time.These arethe leaders weagree
ordisagree withandbase our opinion of the location on the policy or
statements of these people.

But then there is thereal community, the people who are in the supermarkets and on the streets.Identifying andunderstandingthis group
of people starts at home, and in
essence these are the people who

should be helped by altruistic service and these are the people who
should be at the heart of political
debate. Playing a real part in your
community, evenif thisroleis only
that of a spectator,is the first stepto
great understanding of the human
condition. This does not mean that
we should rush out to the next
groundbreaking, but rather to the
nearestpark. We must find out what
the communityneeds, how it goes
about fixing its problems, and who
the people are that drive by you
each morning and what role they
play in the community. This must
bedonebefore anyone can truly try
to understand any other community of people.

were no chilhow to fixits
dren, none of
political
woes. When
Playing real part in your community, the joggers
I attended a
who survey
the streets
brilliant decision tobombGrenada. community
if this role is only that of
couldchose something a little event Istill
each morning
Or I
great
step
the
to
spectator,
is
first
were present,
closer to everyone and attempt to felt unweldissect "community" because come. This
nor any of the
understanding of the human condition. people who
without a starting place, a' local alienation I
work at least
backyard, there is no politics. If attributepar50 hours a
youcannot careand beinvolved in
your community, you cannot un- age, but more so, Ihad desired a nametagsand adisturbingtendency week at a high-stress tech job just
derstand the sense of community feeling of community and looked to turn their heads uncontrollably so they can afforda house on West
to look at the two teenagers and Seattle's waterfront property. In
felt much more deeply in other in the wrongplace.
Duringspring break Idecided to small child standing in the back. fact, most ofthe people in thatlo
nations. Nor can you reallydistinguish the people from the figure- introduce my son to our commu- Almost everyperson turned,many, did not live in West Seattle.
heads, and thus cannot pursue al- nity. Wehadbeen togrocery stores several times,trying toplay ofsuch
My mistake in trying to show
my son community in such a way Jamila Johnson is a freshman
truistic goals or political debates. and parks, but the people Ihad an action as a yawn or a stretch.
The look on each face varied. is very clear.However, the flaw in majoring in communication. Her
Ichose the latter because of a envisioned as therubber cement of
e-mail
address
is
startling conclusion that came to the community hadnot been at any The man in the blue coat's face those who follow worldly cause

a

a

even

showedsurprise,and many others

or argue political issues before

tchippie£3 @hotmai/.com.

I'm ready to face the world now, right?
are a million benefits of a college
education that I've neglected to
mention.It's just that these benefits
aren't helping my current situation.
The looming graduation date
has also beenaffecting my friends.
Opinion Editor
Some are excitedlycountingdown
the days, some are becoming visiblydepressed,others arecarrying
on like nothingspecial is about to
doesn'tmakeitseemeasy, though.
happen. Some are worrying about
me
makes
thing
Another
that
the things I've mentioned above,
nervous is that Ireally will miss
others about friends and lovedones
the academic atmosphere. Will I
moving away to other cities and
states once college ends.
It's pretty clear that party time is
over. No more asking foran extentrying my best to prepare myself [for real life], which sion on work I've yet to complete.
Nomore bumming foodoff a friend
is somewhat frustrating, since thought all this education if Idon't have the cash for the cafeteria. Facing me now are new chalsupposed to have done the preparation. nope.
lenges I'm completely unprepared
for.
And youknow what,Ican't wait
ever read a book that challenges posed to have done the prepara- around for good homeowner's in- togetoutofhere.l'veneverbeenso
excited inmy life!
surance.
me intellectuallyagain? WillI
ever tion. Nope.
I've come to realize that while
have the opportunity to discuss
Itookthe time over springbreak
what I
amlearning with a group of to read a bookabout personal fi- collegepreparesyou toget a job,it
other like-minded individuals? I nance so that Ican manage my doesn't prepare you for real life.
Stay tunedfor moregraduhope to find a job that is mentally ownmoney for the longterm, once Thenagain,manywould argue that
stimulating and challenging, but Ihave some. Reading this book my history degree doesn't prepare ation ponderings in The
realistically this may not happen. made me realize how much Ihave me for a job either. Damn.
Spectator's last issue of the
At Seattle University,thinking is yet to learn.No one ever took the
So wait, I'm probably going to
year,
May 31
something forced upon you, time in school to teach me what a get a job that doesn't utilize my
whether you want to or not. In the back-end load mutual fund is, I degree, and furthermore, I'm just
real world, youhave actually have had to figure it out for myself.I'm as unprepared for the real world
to work at remaining mentally ca- sure the business majors find this nowas Iwas when Igraduatedhigh
go tocollege Jim Rennieis a senior majoring
pable and not fall into the trap of all quite amusing, and it is, in a school. 50...whydid I
line,
in
the
place?
relaxing
along
all
the
first
in history. His e-mail address is
way.
Somewhere
working all week and
Iknow, I'm onlykidding.There renniej@ seattleu.edu.
weekend,withnothing in between my choice to not become a busi-

Jim

Rennie
By the time the week's Spectator is published, I'll have alittle
over nine weeks until Igraduate
from college.That is such a bizarre statement. After22 years of
preparation, society will deem me
ready to enter the worldandbe a
productive citizen. And after 22
years of hype and buildup to
graduation, Ihave no idea what
will happen.
I've been getting abit nervous
about the whole thing. Nervous
about finding anewjob and a new
apartmentby mid-June. Nervous
about news reports of a worsening economyand amore difficult
job market. Nervous about having enough money to make ends
meet when I'm out there on my
own. My mom laughed at me a
little when Itold her all this.
Everyonehas to gothrough this
at some time intheir life, and I'm
lucky enough to have a family
able support me, which is a true
luxury.IfI
manage toscrew things
up and can't find a job for months,
Ican count on my family to keep
me off the streets. Many people
don't have it so easy. That still

ness major meant that Inever got
taught a damn thing about how to
my IRAs and401(k)s.
bitching,
manage
think Ishould quit my
on,
lifehead
It's
not
know
just finances that I
suck it up and tackle
run
sure,
can
so
What
if
I
into
I do
little about.
like a man. Well
new
apartit's
to
strike
that
once
in
my
that.But
difficult
trouble
I'm
balancebetween taking things one ment? What constitutes landlord
day at a time and long-term plan- retaliation? Who do Icontact if it
ning to prevent unpleasant sur- happens? Idon't know.
prises down the road. I'm trying
So while SUhasdone a goodjob
my best to prepare myself, which of conferringonme anunderstandis somewhat frustrating, since I ing of social justice, it's done a
thoughtall this education was sup- pretty lousy job ofhelping me shop
the twoextremes.
Iknow, a lot of you probably

I'm

i

was

.
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Baseball team loses for first time in fifteen years
Large crowd ofSU students, fans and parents cheer on their boys

ALEXISJUDAY-MARSHALL /SPORTS EDITOR

A summit on the pitcher's mound.

AUSTIN BURTON
Staff Reporter

game,the team scored a winfor the

This wasa textbook example of
the term "humble beginnings."
Whereas many sports teams or
—
leagues debut in grand fashion
with fireworks, and brand-new
fields and shiny new uniforms
this was the yin to the XFL's yang.
Last Sunday was the date of the

—

first Seattle University baseball
gamein 15 years,although notmany
people were around to witnessit.In
front ofacrowdofnomore than 50,
theRedhawks lost a2 l-9marathon
to theSeattleCannons.But despite
coming out on the losing endin the

future of SU sports.
During the 1985-86 school year,
budget cuts forced the athletic department to drop the baseball and
women's volleyball team.
Andwhile volleyballhas enjoyed
a resurgance,making a comeback
as an official school sport in 1999,
baseball has moveda little slower.
Were it not for the efforts of one
student, the process might be moving even slower still.
After graduating from Renton's
Lindbergh High as a multi-sport
athlete,Steve Sullivan came to SU
asaprospectfortheswimming team.
Now a junior, Sullivan holds a

with all the errors.

cial

tryouts

in February. Players

chose positions on the fly,ona first

come-first served basis.
After one particularly wild sequence which started with anover-

The next step was to find a

coach,aposition that wassoon
filled by Marc Shea, a former

school employee.

Shea and Sullivan secured A numberofSUstudentsandparentsshowedup tocheer on thebaseballteam.
uniforms,ahomefield (Bobby
Morris Playfieldon 1lthandPine),
That the team couldn't warm up throw by the Cannons to first base

and funding from alumni and University Sports. On Feb. 27, the
Redhawks held their first practice.
The team isnot anofficial school
sport,andcurrently has the statusof
aclub. Whether ornot baseballever
returns as anofficial sport depends
on how generous the athletic department is in its funding. Still,

and bring in a reliever until late in
the game brought attention to another problem: depth.
Only 13 players were suited for
Sunday's game, and those who
could pitch werebusyplaying other
positions in the field.Paul Shiyuba,
for example,pitched the
final two innings after
Sullivan, said, that is likely playing the first seven
at thirdbase.
years down theroad.
Though the team has talent,
The game was held
many haven'tplayedorganized on the same day that
baseballsince high school.
Major League Baseball
are
guys
"Someof the
fresh- openedthe 2001season,

men,buttheolderguyshaven't
playedfor two or three years."
That diamond rust was apparent on Sunday, as the team
made more than a handful of
fieldingerrorsand baserunning

miscues in the loss.

Playingin near-freezing temperaturesona fieldnot exactly
fitfor collegiate sports, the two
teams played for more than

Senior ZacHustadcrosses home plate,scoring one ofthefirst runsfor SUin

the game.

Pitching looked to be a problem
earlyon,as the startingpitcher John
Arbles washit hardand often, which
tohis credit wasn't made any easier

position as ASSU s Vice President
of Finance, though he no longer
swims competitively.
But baseball was one. sport that
Sullivan still wanted toplay, which
is why he embarked on the
task of starting a team.
"Some people had talked
aboutit my freshmanyear,but
nothing really happened," he
said. "To me it didn't seem
that hard to get it started."
Sullivan organized a wordof-mouth recruitingcampaign,
and in a few weeks enough
prospectiveplayers werefound
for the teamholditsfirst meeting in the Fall of 2000.

a half hours before
final rally waskilled bya
>ut in the bottom of the

Rand

ninth inning.

andended withtwostraight plays at
the plate,Shibuyasaiditbest when
he blurted out, "Boy, that was
sloppy."
After just one game, "there's no
telling how good wecan be," said
Sullivan, who starts at catcher for

but that's where the
similaritiesended.

One umpire worked
the game inplace of the
usual three orfour seen
on higher levels.
At one point just before theRedhawkstook
their turn at bat, a dog
ran ontothe field to dis- Junior Paul Shibuya looks onfromfirst base.
rupt the game.
There were no scholarship ath- the Redhawks.
letes, nor freshly trimmed grass or
ThisSaturday, SU plays the Cannons again as Island Crest park in
even assistant coaches.
The SU players never heldoffi- Mercer Island at 6 p.m.

AT FIRST HILL
1011 East Terrace Street
Seattle, WA 98122

New building 3 blocks south of Seattle University
1 bed, 2 bed/1ba, 2bed/2ba, 2bed/2bath Deluxe
Our apartments have great views of the city and Mount Rainier

The units have washer, dryer, dishwasher, and microwave inside.
There is exercise room & underground garage parking with
24 hours security camera recording.
Excellent for Roommates.
To find out more about the building and also
the special we are offering please visit our
Website at www.vantaqeparkapts.com
Or call us at 206-381-5878
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Food poisoning puts damper on Spring Break
parent's house to my apartment to
get ready for the next day.
Halfway through my drive,however,I
had eaten awholepackageof
Turns and only felt worse.My body
started to ache, and all Icould do
was take deepbreaths and concentrate on making it to the next exit.
Luckily, only a mile from the
next exit was my friend's house,
whereIfigured Icould stop and rest
ShantiHahler
for a while.
Health andFitness Columnist
Maybe it wasnervesandtoo much
Spring Break fun.Whatever it was,
It was the night before Spring it wouldpass.
Iwas wrong.
Quarter started, and my stomach
felt a little queasy.
The minute Istepped into the
Ithought it was probably just house Iheaded for the bathroom
nerves that had accumulated in my and did not emerge until the next
gut at the thought of startingmy last morning, onlyto make it to the bed,
before graduation.

s, Ibrushed it off and started to

unable to go any further.
'
I
couldn t standupstrait, and was
nauseated forseveraldays.It wasn't

make the hour-long drive from my

nerves;it wasn't toomuch spring-

tarter

Poppingafew colorful Turnstab-

time fun.
It was food poisoning.
Though I
will spareyou the gruedetails,
some
Iwill tell you that I
never felt that bad in
honestly
have
my life before.
The commonsymptoms of food
poisoning are abdominal cramps,
nausea, vomiting and diarrhea, the
last twobeing the way the bodyrids
itself of toxins.

Because thereis really no treatment for food poisoning, the best
thing todo is let your body take care
of itselfand to try to keepyourself
hydrated.
In short, it is no fun at all.

According to the California Department of Health Services, there
arean estimated 80million cases of
food poisoning each year, not including the cases that aren't re-

ported.
In addition, the CDHS says, "an

estimated 55 percent of food poisoningcasesarecausedby improper
cookingand storageoffoods and24
percentbypoor hygiene (not washing hands before handling food).
Only threepercentof casesarefrom

60 seconds. Allow to cool and remove from microwave.
— After handling raw meat, fish
or poultry, do not reuse the same
utensil or plate — bacteria from the
raw juices will contaminate other

an unsafe food source."

foods.

—

To keepyourself from being one
Do not use a sponge or dishofthe unlucky victims of food poi- cloth to clean surfaces that have
soning, there are several things the touched raw meat, fish or poultry.
CDHS recommendsyou do:
Use soap, water and a disposable

—

Wash your hands thoroughly
with hot, soapy water before and

— Cook all foods thoroughly.

paper towel.

—

Keep hot foods hot and cold
after handling any food product. foodscold. After twohours atroom
Continue to wash hands while pre- temperature,bacteria begin to mulparing the food, especially when tiply on foods.
— Defrost meats and poultry in
handling raw meats, poultry and
fish.

the refrigeratoror microwave.
One important thing to rememboards withhot soapy wateras well. ber: contaminated food will not
— To clean sponges and dish- necessarily taste,look orsmell bad.
cloths,rinse them in water,squeeze
Ifyouhave a badfeeling aboutit,
out the excess and microwave for don't even taste it-throw it away.

— Clean all utensils and cutting

SU athletes exude passion and perspiration
Carl Bergquist
Sports Columnist

tain

pounds downon your face,
ing with the sweat pouring off
r body as you fight to motivate
yourself to useenergy that yousimply don'thave after youhave been

sprinting,divingand sliding forover
three hours.
That's when you find out thatyou

Kan

athlete,

tudentathletes are givena lotof
cs, simply because they aregiven
specialtalentstoplaycertain sports.
Athletes receive free gear, free
trips to some of the best places

—

New Mexico, Alaska, Hawaii.
Who wouldn't want to be anathlete with all these incentives?
However, as an athlete, the reality is that the glamour and prestige
that athletes receive are not as important as simply playing the sport

Seattle University aspires to attain. screwed up your knee from some
These benefits are really not as dive that you made to stop a ball in
glamorousas they may seem, espe- practice, finish the book that's due
cially at a school that doesn't put a for class tomorrow, throw a parthigh value on athletics.
time jobinto the mix and you have
Student athletes have the hard a verylong day every timeyouroll
choreof beingable to balance keep- out of bed.
Free timeis simply justnot there.
ing in shape for their sport,staying
that they love.
Now that sounds like a pretty fresh and competitive and getting However, athletes serve an imporbiased statement, but hear me out. all their work done to keep their tant role at SU.
There are many myths thatcircu- grades up as they travelacross the
Whether you like it or not, athare
country.
late about student athletes that
letes say a lot about your school,
simply not very accurate, if true at
Let's see how many people still with their academics, with their
want to be student athletes, any-

all.
Manypeople wouldsay that they

body?
Okay Istill see a few hands.
get toomany benefits and toomuch
With all this stuff goingon you
money from the school for things
are,
that strictly speaking,unrelated then addany timeit takesto go run
to theacademics and service which to see the trainer because you just

sportsmanshipon thecourt and just
what type of people they are in

general.
Youprobablyhaveallheard your
parents say something like, "What

kind of child are they raising?"
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Studentathletes demonstrate the
people "who are being
raised."
For a student athlete,it allcomes
down to how one acts, and that's
why student athletes deserve as
much respect as the academic stutype of

dents.

The two are no better and no
worse than each other, and when
the myths arebroken down,yousee
that they both have passion; some
for sports as much as school, and
the other for schoo] and work.
So ifyou have a chance, get out
and watch one of your school's
sportingeventsand letthecityknow
what type of pride this school has.
Or doesSU not have pride at all?

■

-

■

ASSU
Events at ASSU
ASSU Briefs:

This quarter's meeting times for ASSU!

-

ASSU Council meets on Wednesday's inPigott 102 from 7:45 p.m.-9:45 p.m.
The fonOwing meet in the ASSU office, second floor of the SUB :
c b Committee: Wednesday.* 9:45 p.m.(or after Council meeting)
&/
Elections Committee: Monday, 8-9 p.m.
Presidential Committee: Sunday 4 -5 p.m.
* *
a
Accounts Committee: Monday, i
7-8
p.m.
The following are the names of the representatives on each of the committees this

Representative seat Vacant;
The international student position on Council is
currently open due to a resignation of amember. Refer
to your su e-mail account for further information or

,

_ ...

contact assu at assu@seattieu.edu.

Constitutional Task Force:

Currently a Constitutional committee is working on
restmcting the assu government in the Constitution.
Watch for forums regardingyour feedback.
Bon Appetit:
Catherine Walker, part of the President's office, was a
guestspeakerattheAssumeetingtodiscussßon Appetits
10 yearcontract at SU, which is in its finalyear. Walker
said the point system would be looked at while this
contract is revisited.

.

rt
quarter.

Elections: Adam Ahlbach, Virgil Domaoan, Angela Rivieccio
Rivieccio, Adam Ahlbach,, Teresa Abellera, Chris Canlas, Mick
Clubs: Angela
" x
tx
xx
Souders, AbiJones, Hector
Herrera,
Matt Sanderl
Accounts: Steve Sullivan, Matt Sanderl,Mick Souders, Gayatri Easseay, Dave
"Crunchy" Crepeau, Scan O'Neill, Abi Jones
Presidential: Virgil Domoan, Scan O'Neill, Teresa Abellera, Chris Canlas, Gayatri
Did you know that the assu webpage has been
changed? Check it out at www.seattleu.edu/assu.
Eassey, Hector Herrera
The ASSU office is located in the Student Union Building, room 203. ASSU offers services such as support to clubs and student advocacy.
oi

*.

»»oii

ASSUFclCt:

Club Events and Announcements
Want to Get involved on Have you ever wanted to get more money from
selling your books or buy used books cheaper?
Now you can.

Campus?
RunforassuRepresentativePositions...
Important dates to remember:

BUY AND SELL YOUR TEXTBOOKS TO OTHER
SU STUDENTS DIRECTLY!

April 16 — Candidates info meeting @ 8 p.m.
April 20 Candidate declaration form due by noon
April 23 — Campaigning begins
April 30 Candidates Reception from 8 to 9 p.m.
(Primary absentee ballots available)
—
May 2 Primary Election
May 7
Final absentee ballots available
—
May 9 Final Election

—
—

'

Log onto
www.BookSwap.com/seattleu

—

Circle X Meeting

*

n.

/ Thirsty Thursday

7 p.m. every Wednesday
in the Lemieux Library room 114

\

—

Talking about upcoming projects
contact Carl Bergquist at (206) 220-8303
or e-mail at bergquc@seattleu.edu for
>
k
more info.

On Pike St. and Broadway

/

Drink Specials: $2 well drinks,$2 domestic and micro beers
(with Seattle University student ID).

V

Ss^>.

'

Tonight- April

)/

/

s, 2001

21+ ONLY

Ever thought about trying out policy debate? Here's you chance! April 20th and 21 willbe the first annual northwest spring novice
tournament here at Seattle University. You can compete against other beginners just to try out debate. Whitman College, Western
Washington University and the University of Puget Sound will be there and so should you! Contact Mick Souders or Mark West by
April 10 if you're interested at mickdebates@hotmail.com ordeepeco@seattleu.edu.
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Victor Hansen-Smith
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Marketplace
100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers
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400. Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc

100. For Sale
#TO-12042
Liaison tophysician adjudicator
tress,only $40.CA KingWaterbed
and
staff. Coordinate procedures,
w/mirror, allpiecesincludingheater,
$75. Like new Sprint PCS QA data. Contact participants,
touchpoint cell phone, $50. Call monitor process, maintain databases. Mcd term, stats required,
(206) 244-5573.
excellentcomputer skills especially
ACCESS,minimumtwoyearscollege.Full-time plus excellent ben200. Help Wanted
efits.
Like new, Queen Futon mat-

t

Fraternities,Sororities,
Clubs, Student Groups
m $1000-$2OOO this semester
easy
the

Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event.Nosales required.
Fundraising datesarefillingquickly,
today! Contact
'so call
Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
3-3238,
or
visit
vw.campusfundraiser.com.

t

Program Assistant IV # I()12063
Fifty percent time position with
excellent benefits. Prepare anddistribute surveys for HS Smoking
Study.Process,auditdata. Conduct
phone surveys. Flexible to work
Three to four evenings, excellent
communication, data entry,phone
experiencedesired.

II
VAC**

We currently havethe following
openings:
Research Project Interviewer
111 #ST-11839
Fifty percent timeposition with
highly flexiblescheduleplus excellent benefits.Solicit and interview
study participants. Draw bloodand
deliver specimens. Drive mostly

within two counties. Work with
minimumsupervision. Phlebotomy
experiencehighly preferred.Interviewingexperiencedesired.

Outcomes Data Coordinator

Isha,

Documentblood process.Maintain
lab equipment. Phlebotomy experience lab/research or speciment
processing background desired.
Full-time plus excellent benefits.

Specimen Processing Tech I
#TO-12043
Sixteen hr/wk, Fri./Sat.Provide
lab specimen processing to programs.Ensurereceipt,process,data
entry of specs. QA program,order
consumables. BS biological science, three years in clinic lab required. Strong customer service,
analytical skills desired. Phlebotomy experiencea plus.

Research Project Interviewers
#TO-12087
Multiple positions, part-time,

600.Misc
Large law firm seeks furnished,
short-term,reasonablypriced housingclose todowntown for summer
law clerks. Need for 8-12 weeks
from mid May thru September.
Pleasecall (206) 583-8888 andask
for Erica (ext.3850).

ADOPTION: Happily married
couple wishes to adopt newborn.
Full-time mother and successful father to love, care and nurture. Expenses paid. Call Terry & Bob 1-

800-652-6183.

The Spectatoris where
it's at! To advertise,
callBen Stangland
at (206) 296-6474 or
fax him at
(206) 296-6477.

500. For Rent

Phlebotomist #TO-12056
Collect, process speciments.

FRED HUTCHINSON CANCER RESEARCHCENTER
"AdvancingKnowledge,Saving

someeveningsand/or weekendsfor
Teachers: New Christian preresearch projects. Conduct phone schoolonMercerIslandseekschildinterviews,recorddata. Experience centered preschool, X enrichment
with phone/orcounseling.
teachers for Fall 2001. Part-time,
a.m.or p.m. ECE exp. Call Molly
vonderBurch(206)232-5596 x250.
LabAide #10-12083
Study cell proliferation. Prepare
andmaintainstockcollection.Bachelor of Science in biology or curAre you outgoing, friendly and
rentbiology major. Lab experience
professional?
Leasing Consultant
preferred.
needed for lease-up of Class-A
apartment community in the interFullinfo at www.fhcrc.org.Innational
District. Part time / flexcludejob# withresume ande-mail/
hours, competitive wages,free
ible
fax or mail to: FHCRC/HR, 1300
Valley Street, Seattle, WA 98109, parking, established
— Lorig andmanagement
company
Associates.
E-mail jobresponses@fhcrc.org.
Please
callAmanda
Diebel
at(206)
Fax (206) 667-4051, TTY: (206)
340-8882.
667-6861. An Equal Opportunity
Employer Committed to Work
Force Diversity.

FULL-TIME
SUMMER
WORK: Temporary, full-time position available for outside work
such as landscape and lawn mowing and inside warehouse work.
Some heavy lifting involved.
Hourly wageDOE. Please contact
Sybil at (206) 767-4300.

One Bdrm $885. New and quiet
bldg. Secure entry, parking, deck,
W/D.NP/NS.4l l—l lth Aye.(206)
332-1947 or(206) 441-3171.

The cost for classifieds
is $5.00 for the first 20
words and15 cents a
word there after.

Monthly parking available $60/
mo. Private garage. Two blocks
fromcampus.411— 11th Aye.(206)
332-1947.

—

Summer Work Study Eligible
Students Wanted. Help lead youth

ROOMFOR RENT
West Seatt\e

volunteer programfor
— Mercer Is- Seeking quiet, non-smoking feland teens. June August, fullSeparateentrance withcooktime. Lead projects and volunteer male.
facilities.Off street parking,on
ing
activities. Interestin working with
line, $450 including utilities
youth and/or previous volunteer bus
and
cable. References required.
experiencesa plus.$ 10/hr.Flexible
Home:(206)767-9363 Work: (206)
schedule. For applications packet,
721-6639— Debbie.
call 206-236-7293.

'

All classifieds and
petsotwiYs ttvasv \>e

\

submitted by Friday
at 5 p.m. for the
Thursday edition.
Pre-pay please.

Personals
Step, Erin, Cheryl
a good quarter,
ye, Genie and Brian

—

ppyBirthday E-Town!
lsoexcited to share our "speday together. Aires are the
ye,Mollstar

"

Shane and Rachel,

Thanksfor surmountingMt.Poo
withme.RoyalRedRobin'sRock!

For the twosweetestsoccer players. Youboth are hot, nice and shy.
Hope one day you'll get over and
give me a smile and a call.

—

ntieRebecca
u're a champ...Thank you for
ys being there when Ineed
I
luv v...

fat

-love, JB

Luv you too!
— Hector

Amazing Committee:

Hey Kelly,Dustin, Kit— kat:
hope youguys have a wild week
— Galang

to

E.C.—
The love of my life.Happy 22nd

Birthday

— Dave Matthews

Didanyone say olive juice?

Amy, you forgot to write a personal ad this week. Imiss you
writing one to myself.

P.S. How are the finger puppets

—

working out for Lent?

Vie,Jake and Cappy
The pirate gig is less than con-

vincing, but you guys still rock!

way.
— The one
P.S. Game on! St Mary's. We
will see you at WIRA.

Isaw youat the CAC, andIhad to
know your name. You are beautiful,intense and tough-looking.
Love you!

—

Katy and Michelle
Congrats on your promotions
P.B.

— Luv, Erica

Hey SU Novice Crew Ladies,
v are my sunshine, my only
"T" minus three weeks until we
line.
meet up with the B in B's. Let's
11th floor
walk all over themand winall the
?) with lightcoloredhair.Meet
thenextcapture theflaggame,

Good luck in D.C.
— Riviech

then some!

Toallof the tears,hugsand snot...
Ilove you all!
— Stapes

tonjo,

lw you inPigott. You were tall

Eric,

—

Olive juice fortwo?

To Margarita

Hankey

Dear Hector
Ilove you for everand ever and

Babylove,

—

—

Israel or Bust!

—Us

— Mawley (Molly)
Happy double two birthday.
— Dawley (Riviech)
How many times do I have to

write the same papers?
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Butterfly in the sky,
Youcan fly twice as high!

—

Remember Fresno?
Love, Bruce

Neil,

—

Katie
Iwill miss you this weekend. I
willremember to getthe Dave tickets this weekend.
—Ben

—

To Juno
You are a super message giver. So I
heard you're "Studentof the
You light up lives baby!
month." That's excellent. I wish I
Love always, your secret ad- was that cool.
—Kelly
mirer.

—
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new for juniors
SUPERLOW
JEANS

NEW FOR MEN

LOOSE STRAIGHT
"
569 JEANS
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